Helicases and translocases are proteins that use the energy derived from ATP hydrolysis to move along or pump nucleic acid substrates. Single molecule manipulation has proved to be a powerful tool to investigate the mechanochemistry of these motors. Here we first describe the basic mechanical properties of DNA unraveled by single molecule manipulation techniques. Then we demonstrate how the knowledge of these properties has been used to design single molecule assays to address the enzymatic mechanisms of different translocases. We report on four single molecule manipulation systems addressing the mechanism of different helicases using specifically designed DNA substrates: UvrD enzyme activity detection on a stretched nicked DNA molecule, HCV NS3 helicase unwinding of a RNA hairpin under tension, the observation of RecBCD helicase/nuclease forward and backward motion, and T7 gp4 helicase mediated opening of a synthetic DNA replication fork. We then discuss experiments on two dsDNA translocases: the RuvAB motor studied on its natural substrate, the Holliday junction, and the chromosome-segregation motor FtsK, showing its unusual coupling to DNA supercoiling.
INTRODUCTION
Helicases and DNA translocases are motors that move along or pump DNA by converting the energy from NTP (or dNTP) hydrolysis into mechanical work (1) (2) (3) (4) . The amount of energy available from one such reaction, under physiological conditions, is about 20 k B T (k B is Boltzmann's constant and T $ 300 K at room temperature; 20 k B T $ 8 · 10 À20 J $ 80 pN.nm $ 12 kcal/mol). The distance traveled by these motors during an enzymatic cycle is a few base pairs ($1 nm); thus, at 100% efficiency, the motors can generate maximum forces of tens of picoNewtons.
How these translocases convert the chemical energy derived from ATP hydrolysis into mechanical work is a question that has been addressed through various single molecule techniques. Fluorescence techniques, such as FRET, allow one to detect and measure translocase activity at the single molecule level (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) , see also the review by Rasnik et al. in this issue (11) . In addition, numerous single molecule manipulation methods have been developed, such as tethered particle motion (TPM) (12) (13) (14) , atomic force microscopy (15) , biomembrane force probe (16) , glass microfiber manipulation (17, 18) , flow induced force (9) , optical (19) and magnetic tweezers (20) [see (21, 22) and references therein].
Using these methods (except the TPM) one can apply a picoNewton force on the motor or its DNA substrate. Singleparticle tracking offers nanometer resolution of the changes in DNA length (or enzyme position) resulting from translocase activity, thus allowing real-time detection of enzymatic dynamics (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) . Exerting a force on the DNA substrate has two major advantages: first, it straightens the otherwise coiled DNA molecule, simplifying the detection of the motor on its track. Second, the force can be used as an additional thermodynamic parameter: its influence on the enzymatic activity yields information on the kinetics and thermodynamics of the process (32) .
In this review we shall focus on single molecule manipulation techniques, which provide a simple and convenient means to stretch and/or twist a single DNA molecule while measuring its end-to-end extension. We shall describe how micromanipulation techniques can be used to determine a variety of mechanical properties of DNA: the elasticity of single-and double-stranded DNA (dsDNA), and the properties of supercoiled DNA. Knowledge of these properties will then be used as a tool to track the interactions of various molecular motors with DNA. Different examples will be developed here: first, the observation of four different helicases: UvrD, NS3, RecBCD and gp4; and second, experiments on the translocases RuvAB and FtsK.
MICROMANIPULATION TECHNIQUES AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF DNA
While several different micromanipulation techniques exist, we shall here only describe three which have actually been used to probe helicase and translocase activity: flow induced DNA stretching, optical tweezers and magnetic tweezers.
It is possible to specifically tether a micron sized bead by a single DNA molecule to the glass surface of a microscope sample. By flushing solution into the experiment chamber at a controlled rate one can exert a constant drag force in the 1-10 pN range (33) , ( Figure 1A ), sufficient to stretch the DNA molecule. Video tracking of the horizontal bead position provides the DNA molecule length.
Optical tweezers are obtained by focusing a strong laser beam into a water solution thus efficiently trapping any micron sized bead whose refractive index is higher than that of water ( Figure 1B) . The bead is then held in the trap by a virtual spring, which can be calibrated using different methods (19, 34) , to yield a typical stiffness 0.1 pN.nm À1 . The basic principle of a magnetic trap is to attach one end of a DNA molecule to a glass substrate and the other end to a magnetic bead ( Figure 1C ). Two nearby external magnets produce a strong magnetic field gradient that attracts the bead, creating a vertical stretching force whose magnitude is controlled by the distance between the magnets and the sample. By monitoring the 3D position of the bead in real-time using video microscopy, it is possible to determine the stretching force (22) and the molecule's extension with nanometer resolution at a typical rate of 60 frames/s. If one rotates the magnets while keeping the bead-magnets distance constant, the DNA molecule twists, provided the molecule does not contain nicks, and is attached by several bonds at each extremity.
dsDNA elasticity
The double helix structure of DNA makes it, locally, a very stiff molecule with base pairs stacked in a highly ordered manner. However, DNA molecules are very long polymers that adopt in solution a fluctuating coiled structure with large bending radii and an average zero end-to-end distance. Applying a force to both ends of a DNA molecule stretches it to a finite extension. The force-extension behavior of DNA is well described by the worm-like chain model of polymer theory (35, 36) , which depends on two parameters: the molecule's contour length L and its persistence length P (typically $50 nm). The persistence length P is a measurement of DNA's bending stiffness: it is the length over which thermal fluctuations will typically bend the molecule by 1 radian. The elasticity curve ( Figure 2 ) displays a highly non-linear behavior: below 5 pN, the force is used to straighten the fluctuating coil along the force axis. Above 5 pN, the molecule stretches like a regular spring and undergoes a transition to a new overstretched structure at 65 pN (37).
ssDNA elasticity
In contrast with dsDNA, ssDNA is a far more flexible polymer, creating a much tighter random coil configuration that leads to strong intramolecular interactions; further, ssDNA presents unpaired bases, which can bind both locally, to create hairpins, or with distal regions, creating complex higher-order structures. As a result, at low force an ssDNA contains numerous weak intramolecular bonds, and forms a small coil with a very short end-to-end extension (37) . Interestingly, this intramolecular base pairing has the consequence that two ssDNA molecules with identical contour lengths, but different sequences, will usually have different low force elasticity curves (38) . In the opposite limit, Figure 1 . Various micromanipulation Set-ups. (A) Flow cell Set-up used in the study of the T7 replication fork (33) . The DNA fork is tethered on the bottom of the flow cell and on a bead by respectively its lagging strand and duplex end. (B) Optical tweezers Set-up. A DNA/RNA hybrid molecule containing the RNA hairpin of interest is tethered between an optically trapped bead and a bead held in a micropipette by suction (26) . (C) Magnetic tweezers set-up (20) . A DNA molecule is anchored at one end to a micron sized magnetic bead and at the other to the bottom surface of a square glass capillary tube, which is placed on top of a microscope objective. Small magnets placed above the sample can be used to pull and twist the DNA molecule. (D) Set-up used for the RecBCD study (24) . The biotin-labeled RecBCD helicase is bound to the surface of the chamber. The enzyme binds DNA which distal end is specifically bound to a bead held in an optical trap.
where the stretching force is strong enough to disrupt the base pairing, ssDNA extends considerably more than its double-stranded more rigid counterpart, possibly twice as much. Both ss-and dsDNA have the same extension at a force of about 5 pN.
Unzipping dsDNA
An experiment on dsDNA was performed in 1997 in which a micro-needle was used to pull apart the strands of a dsDNA while monitoring the opening force (39) . This process, the mechanical conversion of dsDNA to two unpaired ssDNA, resembles closely what is achieved by a helicase. The force necessary to separate the two strands is directly related to the binding energy of the Watson-Crick base pair. Typically, 10-15 pN are required to open up the molecule for a generic DNA substrate; the force rises with the GC content of the molecule and is larger for an RNA substrate (15-20 pN) . This experiment has also been performed with magnetic tweezers in a constant force regime by Prentiss et al. (40) . Such an unzipping geometry provides a very simple way of recording helicase activity, as demonstrated below for the study of NS3 helicase.
Supercoiling a single dsDNA molecule
While in many biological situations, it is not clear if force plays a role, torsional stress is often a relevant variable. Many enzymes regulate, or are regulated by, the torsional state of dsDNA (note that ssDNA is always torsionally unconstrained since it can rotate freely around the bonds in the sugar-phophate backbone). Torsional stress is physically described using two conjugate variables: the torque and angular displacement around the molecule's axis (just as the linear elastic state is described using the force and extension variables). In a biological context, the magnitude of torsional stress is referred to as the amount of supercoiling, a quantity proportional to the angular displacement.
Magnetic tweezers offer a simple means to directly control the supercoiled state of a DNA molecule. If the DNA molecule does not contains any nicks, and if the attachment at each end is made by multiple bonds, then rotating the bead around the vertical axis will twist the DNA molecule. This is simply accomplished by rotating the magnets around the vertical axis while keeping the distance between the magnets and the sample constant. In this process, the force applied to the DNA molecule is constant while the twist absorbed by the DNA is equal to the number of turns made by the magnets.
The mechanical response of a DNA molecule under constant force to a varying angular constraint n is shown in Figure 3 , where n is the number of turns applied to the molecule. In order to compare the behavior of molecules having different lengths, it is useful to introduce the supercoiling density s ¼ n/Lk 0 , where Lk 0 ¼ L/p is the number of helical turns in a relaxed DNA molecule of length L and p is the DNA helical pitch. The DNA extension is maximum when n ¼ 0; as n increases, a torque builds up, the DNA pitch p changes slightly while the DNA's extension remains nearly constant. When n increases beyond a force-dependent critical point n b , the DNA molecule buckles to form plectonemes, rather like the loops frequently seen in a garden hose or a telephone cord. These loops form for jnj > jn b j (i.e. the transition occurs at the same magnitude for both positive and negative added turns), causing the molecule's extension to shrink. At constant force, the size of each added loop remains constant; this leads to a linear reduction of the molecule extension with increasing jnÀn b j. Since the persistence length dictates DNA's bending radius, and thus that . Elasticity curves of the same DNA molecule in its double-stranded form, single-stranded form, and in a mixture of both. Despite having the same number of nucleotides, the extension of ssDNA is shorter than dsDNA for F < 5 pN, while it becomes larger above. Adapted from (73) .
of the loop, the extension shrinks by typically 50 nm per extra turn (41, 42) . This description is very static; in fact DNA in water is subject to very strong Brownian fluctuations that smooth out the buckling transition. Thus, measured extension versus twist curves at low forces ( Figure 3 ) present no sharp transition but rather a symmetric, round-topped 'mountain' shape with equal rising and falling slopes. This curve demonstrates that the molecule's extension is strongly sensitive to the angular constraint, at least on its rising and falling edge. Measuring the molecule's extension in real-time allows one to track minute changes in the supercoiling state of a DNA molecule.
At low forces (typically under 0.5 pN), the supercoiling behavior is symmetrical: the formation of plectonemes is not sensitive to the sign of the twist. As the stretching force is increased, so is the torque induced by twisting DNA, leading to structural changes in the molecule. In this high force regime, the twist stress now interacts with the chirality of the right-handed DNA helix. Unwinding a DNA molecule at high force opens a local denaturation bubble where the two DNA strands are no longer base paired, and do not wind around each other. This structural change alleviates the torsional stress to a constant level independent of n and prevents the occurrence of the buckling transition; thus the DNA extension does not shrink anymore [ Figure 3 ; (43)]. Extreme overtwisting conditions (i.e. large positive torques) can also induce a structural transition to a new form of DNA called P-DNA (44) .
The knowledge of the mechanical and structural properties of DNA has proved to be useful in the design of new assays of protein activity, especially in the field of DNA-protein interactions, e.g. the study of helicases and translocases. Here we describe different examples from the literature that demonstrate how biologically relevant issues can be addressed using single molecule manipulation. First, we describe the unwinding activity of different helicases: Escherichia coli UvrD, Hepatitis C virus NS3 and bacteriophage T7 gp4 helicases (within the T7 replication fork). Then we report on experiments probing the activity of two translocase: the E.coli Holliday junction migration protein RuvAB and FtsK, an E.coli protein involved in chromosomesegregation.
INDUCING A HOLLIDAY JUNCTION BY TWISTING A SINGLE MOLECULE
With magnetic tweezers, it is possible to explore the structure of DNA substrates with particular sequences. For example, one can pull on a DNA molecule that is palindromic, a property that confers upon the molecule the ability to adopt a cruciform structure with a Holliday junction at its center (45) . This structure mimicks the typical intermediates encountered in the cell during homologous recombination. However, at low pulling force and when little rotation is applied, the palindromic molecule behaves as a normal DNA molecule, with no Holliday junction formation: rotating the bead induces plectoneme formation which is detected through a characteristic shortening of the molecule ( Figure 4 , green curve).
The Holliday junction is most efficiently obtained by inducing first the formation of denaturation bubbles. As described above, this is simply done by untwisting the DNA while applying a moderate force ( Figure 4 , red curve; F ¼ 1.45 pN): the length of the molecule does not significantly change in the negative supercoiling regime, since the untwisting is relaxed by denaturation bubbles. However, at some point the extension of the underwound molecule jumps to a shorter value resulting from the formation of a Holliday junction. The curve then displays a small, linear variation of extension with a slope of $3 nm per turn. This value is simply understood: for each extra negative turn applied to the bead, the Holliday junction reversibly exchanges one net turn of DNA helix from its vertical branches to its horizontal ones. If the molecule were fully stretched, the extension shrink would have been of one helical pitch p ¼ 3.6 nm. However, due to Brownian fluctuations, the conformation of the branches deviates from the straight line, resulting in a reduced apparent shrinking of $3 nm/tr (45) . In absence of divalent ions, the junction migrates smoothly upon rotations applied to the bead. In presence of magnesium, the stacking of the junction is stabilized and its migration is hindered (45) .
Once extruded, the cruciform structure remains stable as long as a sufficient torsional constraint is applied. Upon rewinding the molecule, the junction dissociates as the molecule recovers its full extension ( Figure 4 , blue curve). Therefore, the curve displays a strong hysteretic behavior, which reflects the existence of the various metastable states and phase-space path-dependent behavior of the system. Number of turns applied The low force curve (green curve, F ¼ 0.28 pN) is indistinguishable from the one observed when twisting a non-palindromic DNA molecule. Negatively supercoiling the substrate at moderate force (red curve, F ¼ 1.45 pN) first induces denaturation with no noticeable change in the extension. The abrupt decrease in extension at about À260 turns is due to the formation of a Holliday junction in the molecule. Once the cruciform is formed, each subsequent negative turn leads to the migration of the junction by one helical turn, reducing the length of the vertical helix and lengthening each horizontal arm of the cruciform. The resulting slope ($3 nm per added turn) reflects the helical pitch of dsDNA (see text). Once the Holliday junction is formed, the migration can be reversibly driven back and forth. Finally, when the negative supercoiling is gradually removed (blue curve, F ¼ 1.45 pN), the extension rises linearly, reaching full length upon resorption of the junction when all the induced twist is relaxed. Adapted from (45) .
CASE STUDIES
Helicase assay on a nicked DNA molecule reveals strand switching activity of UvrD Helicases are enzymes that convert dsDNA to ssDNA. UvrD is an E.coli superfamily 1 helicase involved in DNA repair. It loads onto a nick and starts unwinding DNA in the 3 0 -5 0 direction, relative to the strand on which it translocates. Measuring this activity with magnetic tweezers is simple: Once a nicked DNA substrate is tethered between the flow cell glass surface and a magnetic bead, a stretching force is applied to the DNA molecule, the helicase and ATP are added, and the DNA extension monitored. The signature of helicase activity depends on the difference in elasticity between ssDNA and dsDNA: as described before, the extensions of ssDNA and dsDNA are equal at 5 pN; for higher forces, ssDNA is longer, while the reverse occurs at lower force. Since the helicase converts dsDNA to ssDNA, one then expects helicase activity to lengthen the DNA molecule at high force, and shorten it at low force. Indeed, this is exactly what is observed. However, it is much simpler to analyze the data taken at high force, (where the noise from Brownian fluctuations of the bead is less and immediate renaturation of the unwound strands is impeded), so we shall concentrate on this regime.
UvrD activity was observed at a stretching force of $30 pN (25) . Unwinding events appear as well-defined bursts of length increase in the DNA's extension time traces ( Figure 5A ). At low UvrD concentration ([UvrD] ¼ 0.25 nM), bursts are well-separated, a signature that each of them is the result of the action of a single enzyme. Two populations of bursts are observed: the first displaying a fast falling edge ( Figure 5A ), the second a slow falling edge ( Figure 5B) .
Bursts from the first family are composed of a rising edge, corresponding to the gradual conversion of dsDNA into ssDNA due to helicase activity, followed by a fast falling edge, due to the quick rehybridization of the separated DNA strands upon dissociation of the UvrD-DNA complex. The shapes of these bursts give access to precious information on UvrD kinetics: the rising edge linear increase in length displays a relatively uniform velocity that can be readily translated into base pairs: for each base pair unwound, the length increases by the extension difference between ssDNA and dsDNA, which is 0.135 nm at F ¼ 35 pN. Thus, from the velocity of increase in extension, one can directly obtain the velocity of UvrD along the DNA substrate ( Figure 5C ): V u ¼ 248 ± 3 bp/s (at saturating ATP concentration). In these conditions, the burst durations are Poisson-distributed with an average time ht u i ¼ 0.98 ± 0.05 s. The Poisson distribution indicates that UvrD has a constant probability to dissociate from its substrate. Due to the uniformity of velocity, this also leads to a Poisson distribution of the extent of DNA unwound with a characteristic number of bases unwound of hN u i ¼ 240 ± 14 bp ( Figure 5D ). Bursts from the second family are obtained in 65% of the cases. Whereas their rising edge unwinding activity is indistinguishable from the first family, the falling edge has a much slower velocity, V z ¼ À298 ± 3 bp/s ( Figure 5B ), that displays the same ATP dependence as the unwinding rate V u (Michaelis-Menten kinetics of order one; k M ¼ 53 mM). This suggests that the slow falling edge corresponds to UvrD switching strands and thus propagating in the opposite direction. While the enzyme needs to perform mechanical work to initially unwind the DNA, after switching strands, it is pushed by the fork rezipping in its wake, which explains why jV z j > jV u j by 17%.
What is the biological role of the strand switching behavior? How it could modulate UvrD activity in the nucleotide excision repair pathway is not clear. However, recent genetic experiments demonstrate that UvrD is involved in replication fork restart (46) , probably through clearing the fork of bound RecA protein (47) . One could speculate that switching strands could increase the efficiency of RecA removal, or participate in the initiation of the resolution of the stalled replication fork. Further experiments are needed to address these possible mechanisms.
The spatial resolution of the helicase experiment depends upon time averaging; it is typically 1 nm (corresponding to $7 bp, using the 0.135 nm/bp factor for the conversion of dsDNA into ssDNA at 35 pN) for a signal averaged over 1 s. Since UvrD translocates by 35 nm during 1 s, it is impossible to detect in the real-time signal the enzymatic stepsize. However, as can be seen on Figure 5A , the leading edge of the unwinding burst presents a well-defined average velocity but also significant fluctuations. These fluctuations are larger than those observed in the signal outside the bursts, and originate in the random time between two consecutive steps. Statistical analysis of these fluctuations was shown to allow for an estimate of the step size (48) (49) (50) . Applying this method gives a step size of 6 bp for UvrD, in good agreement with the estimate of Ali et al. in a single-turnover unwinding assay (51) . This value significantly differs from the 1 bp per ATP hydrolyzed found by Dillingham et al. (52) on PcrA, a helicase which shares extended homology with UvrD. Two possible reasons could account for this discrepancy: first, the two enzymes could unwind DNA with different mechanisms; second, the statistical method used in (25) accumulates the fluctuations of enzymatic activity over time and several different enzymes, thus being subjected to respectively dynamic and static disorder (53) . The models used to fit single-turnover data (51,52) relie on similar assumptions as the single molecule analysis and thus the step size calculation could be subjected to this caveat.
RNA unwinding by HCV NS3 helicase
Hepatitis C Virus helicase NS3 is able to catalyze the unwinding of both DNA and RNA duplexes. It is essential for viral replication (54) (55) (56) (57) . NS3 is a member of the superfamily 2 and has been shown to unwind RNA duplexes with a 3 0 -5 0 polarity. In an optical tweezers based experiment, Dumont and coworkers (26) tethered the two ends of a RNA hairpin in an unzipping configuration ( Figure 1B) , in order to study the RNA unwinding activity of NS3. In this experiment, unwinding by the helicase resulted in an increase in the length of the handles. The 2 bp resolution of the experiment allowed for the observation of the step size of the enzyme, yielding insight on the enzymatic cycle.
Under the range of forces, ATP concentrations and RNA substrate sequences explored, NS3 helicase activity appeared as processive events corresponding to the opening of a 60 bp hairpin, suggesting a succession of steps of $11 ± 3 bp separated by pauses. The pause duration increased upon decreasing the ATP concentration. Fitting of the variation of the pause duration against ATP concentration suggests a two step mechanism for pause exit, one of which depends on ATP binding. Unexpectedly, the stepping rate, i.e. the rate separating two successive pauses, appeared also to depend on ATP. Further investigations revealed that the steps are made up of three substeps, which size vary between 2 and 5 bp.
This step size value differed from the 18 bp value obtained in previous quenched flow experiments (58) . The authors point out that this discrepancy might be due to a difference in the oligomeric state of the active enzyme: whereas bulk experiments typically preload the enzyme on its nucleic acid substrate, thus allowing dimerization, this is not the case in the single molecule experiment, and thus monomer activity may be observed. One should also note that a different value of 9 bp was obtained in bulk experiments on monomers of the NS3 helicase domain unwinding DNA (59) . Another question raised by the step size measured in the single molecule experiments is its variability: typical deviations from the average of 3 bp are observed, much greater than the experimental noise (1 bp). This could be due to different factors, such as weak contact of RNA-binding domains in NS3, sequence effects, or coupling of the helicase stepping with RNA fraying.
NS3's stepping rate was insensitive to force, whereas the processivity was found to strongly increase with force, from an average value of 18 bp unwound at 5 pN to 53 bp unwound at 17 pN. Since the processivity did not depend on the ATP concentration, force must increase the time the enzyme remained bound to its substrate. The ATP dependence of the stepping rate displayed a first order MichaelisMenten rate with the maximum unwinding rate of 51 bp/s and k M ¼ 93 nM.
Based on these results, the authors devised a model where translocation is accomplished by two different units, the first one in front binding to dsRNA (termed the translocator) and performing 11 bp steps, and the second one at the back (the helix opener) moving by steps of 2-5 bp. The force independence of the unwinding rate suggests that the enzymatic cycle is not limited by RNA unwinding but rather by translocation.
Observation of unwinding and backsliding by RecBCD helicase E.coli RecBCD is a helicase/nuclease involved in DNA repair (60, 61) . The enzyme loads preferentially on blunt ended dsDNA, from which it translocates and unwinds the duplex. DNA unwinding is accompanied by DNA degradation, preferentially on the 3 0 -terminated strand. Upon encountering a specific sequence termed c, the enzyme switches the polarity of DNA cleavage and gains the ability to load RecA protein to initiate homologous recombination. Previous single molecule assays (8, 9, 12) without the application of force, discussed in (11), have shown that RecBCD is a rapid, highly processive motor capable of unwinding 30 kb before dissociating. In addition, the c sequence induces a short pause, followed by further translocation by the enzyme, but with reduced rate.
By tethering a DNA molecule between a membrane-bound RecBCD enzyme and an optically trapped bead, Perkins et al. (24) could record the activity of the enzyme against an applied force ( Figure 1D ). As the enzyme translocates on and unwinds DNA, the length of the tether decreases, and the force is kept constant using a feedback loop. The DNA substrate used does not contain the c sequence, to exclude any c-induced switch of activity. However, even in the absence of its recognition sequence, short pauses are frequently observed (mean duration: 3 s, mean frequency: 0.14 s À1 ), independently of [ATP] and force. Interestingly, the application of force occasionally induced episodes of reverse motion, i.e. backsliding of the enzyme. Sequences of backsliding could be followed by the rescue of forward translocation upon releasing the force to a lower value (0.5 pN). Backsliding motion seems to largely originate from the force, and not to be dominated by the catalysis of a chemical reaction, as the maximum backsliding rate is proportional to the force.
DNA elasticity could be exploited to analyze the tether resulting from backsliding motion. It appears that the persistence length of the tether is significantly lower than that of dsDNA, indicating that a significant portion of the tether is constituted of ssDNA. This finding indicates that unwound dsDNA is not immediately degraded by the nuclease subunit of the enzyme, but rather forms ssDNA loops.
Finally, it should be noted that both static and dynamic disorder were observed on RecBCD: first, the rate and force-dependence of the rate significantly differed from one molecule to the other. Second, a given enzyme could display successive interval of nearly constant rate translocation, and the variability of the rates observed between intervals could not be solely explained by stochastic stepping of the enzyme.
DNA unwinding within a moving replication fork
Lee and coworkers (33) have developed an assay based on extending a dsDNA molecule with a flow. This method was used to reconstitute the DNA replication fork: a forked DNA substrate was tethered by the lagging strand to the bottom of the flow cell and by the duplex to a bead, leaving the leading strand free. It was thus possible to study the replication complex of T7 bacteriophage ( Figure 1A) , which consists first of T7 gp4 helicase/primase, a DnaB-like hexameric, donut-shaped enzyme, which translocates 5 0 to 3 0 on the lagging strand, while displacing the leading strand (62) . Its primase domain generates the ribonucleotides primers required for lagging strand DNA synthesis. However, it should be noted that the exact stoichiometry of the active form of gp4 in vivo is still debated: whereas electron microscopy data suggest a hexameric form of the enzyme (63) , it was recently crystallized as a heptamer (64) . In addition, work on the related E.coli replisome suggest that stoichiometric variability might play a role in the primosome mechanism (65, 66) , which might also be the case in the T7 context.
In the replication fork, gp4 is associated with the gp5-trx polymerase and the ssDNA binding protein gp2.5. This system is an attractive model to study how helicase activity is synchronized to other activities of the replication machinery.
In a first version of the assay, only the leading strand polymerase was added to the helicase. The buffer contained no ribonucleotides, thus inhibiting the priming activity of gp4. The leading strand polymerase-dependent synthesis of the complementary strand prevented rehybridization of the two strands behind the helicase. The elasticity difference between ss-and dsDNA was again used here: in the range of forces used (below 5 pN), the helicase-induced transformation of ds-into ssDNA resulted in a shortening of the molecule ( Figure 6A and B) . The polymerase activity cannot be directly measured, since it only affects the length of the (untethered) leading strand. The helicase-polymerase complex displays a processivity of $17 kb, a value much higher than the processivities of the helicase or polymerase alone (67) , whereas the measured rate ($160 bp/s) compares well with bulk measurements (68) .
The addition of ribonucleotides in solution enables priming activity by gp4 ( Figure 6C ). Priming activity generated pauses in the traces showing the progression of the helicasepolymerase complex, whose distribution on the template sequence is in agreement with the location of the priming recognition sequences. The pause duration displays an exponential distribution with an average of $6 s.
Finally, adding excess polymerase in the reaction chamber allowed for the binding of the lagging strand polymerase, thus mimicking a full replication complex, with the exception of gp2.5. The primase-induced pauses were still observed, with a similar average duration. The pauses, corresponding to primer synthesis, are then followed by Okazaki fragment synthesis.
During this phase, the decrease in length was due to two contributions: dsDNA unwinding by the helicase (growing a loop between the helicase and the lagging strand polymerase), and backwards dsDNA synthesis by the lagging strand DNA polymerase ( Figure 6D ). It appeared from the analysis of the time traces that the rate of the lagging strand DNA polymerase is similar to the leading strand one. Upon release of the replication loop on the lagging strand, the DNA molecule abruptly extends by the length of the Okazaki fragment loop ( Figure 6E ). This study provides a possible mechanism for the synchronization of leading and lagging strand DNA synthesis: the whole replication complex halts while the primer synthesis proceeds. The molecular details of the enzymatic coupling lying behind the replication fork halting still remain to be explored.
Holliday junction migration induced by RuvAB
Homologous recombination is a fundamental and highly conserved mechanism of genetic exchange between two homologous DNA molecules. It is initiated by a strand exhange between the two dsDNA molecules, forming a four-way branched DNA structure termed Holliday junction. In the absence of protein or mechanical constraints, the branch point of a Holliday junction can diffuse into the sequence by a random walk process in which one step corresponds to the exchange at the branch point of 1 bp between the arms of the cruciform structure. However, in vivo, cells need to control precisely the fate of the Holliday junction, and consequently the direction, the velocity and the range of branch point migration (69) . In E.coli, the RuvA, RuvB and RuvC proteins process the Holliday junction intermediate toward the formation of two recombinant DNA molecules. The RuvAB complex binds specifically to the cruciform structure and induces the strand exchange in the direction determined by the orientation of its loading on the Holliday junction. RuvC is responsible for the resolution of the branched intermediate in two independent dsDNA molecules. RuvCmediated resolution occurs preferentially at consensus sequences: 5 0 -(A/T)TT(G/C). The activity of RuvAB can be measured with a magnetic tweezer using a cruciform DNA substrate (23, 27) . In such experiments, the DNA substrate consists of an almost entirely palindromic molecule, displaying a pre-formed Holliday junction in its center. Small regions of heterology flank the initial branch point position to prevent total migration of the lateral arms or spontaneous diffusion of the branch point ( Figure 7A ).
Once the DNA cruciform substrate is tethered by a magnetic bead, and RuvA and RuvB have been added in the flow cell, the migration activity of the RuvAB complex is measured directly by monitoring the extension variation of the molecule. It has been observed that the complex is highly processive: being able to continuously exchange at least 6-7 kb of the DNA substrate. Once the end of the homologous region is reached, the strand exchange may stop and, after a while, proceed in the reverse direction, resulting in a re-lengthening of the molecule. The waiting time before reversal decreases if the concentration of RuvB is increased from 150 to 670 nM, suggesting that at least a partial dissociation of the complex is required to initiate backwards migration. However, increasing the RuvB concentration also results in a destabilization of the migration activity (frequent pauses are observed, as well as early reversals and irregularities in the migration speed), illustrating possible interactions of the migrating complex with RuvB proteins free in solution or bound along the DNA arms. It is interesting to note that the presence of RuvC consensus sequences does not seem to affect the RuvAB complex migration, supporting the picture of RuvC being part of a RuvABC complex, rather than RuvAB dissociating to allow RuvC binding in the process of resolving the recombinational intermediate.
Concerning the migration speed, magnetic tweezers experiments, along with TPM techniques [(70), see (11) for a discussion] have found essentially identical results: $50 bp/s at 37 C (the apparent factor two in the result of Ref. (23) comes from a different convention for the definition of the speed (J. Stavans, personal communication)]. Also the migration rate of RuvAB has been found to display abrupt changes between a small number of discrete values (23), possibly indicating that not all the subunits of the RuvB hexameric ring are functionally equivalent. The back and forth migration activity of RuvAB allowed measurement of the effect of a force that either hinders or assists the migration: a hindering (assisting) force is defined to be negative (positive), and occurs when migration shortens (lengthens) the molecule. The RuvAB complex activity appears to be essentially force independent up to 15 pN and is able to work against external forces up to 23 pN (23) .
For each DNA helical turn transferred from the vertical arms to the horizontal ones, one negative linking number unit is absorbed in order to unwind the double helix. When the DNA molecule is nicked on its vertical arm, this supercoil induction does not generate any torsional constraint. However, during long events the RuvAB complex may induce the migration of the branch point through the (specifically (23) . Sequence heterologies are shown in red. Everywhere else, the sequence is palindromic (green) to enable homologous strand exchange. A single-strand discontinuity (SSD) relaxes any rotational constraint that could result from the multiple biotin or digoxygenin labelling at the molecule extremities. (B) Typical burst of RuvAB activity. A total of 20 min after RuvAB has been injected in the capillary, the molecule extension is smoothly driven to nearly zero; in less than a minute the motion reverses and drives the molecule back to full extension. (C) Holliday junction migration by RuvAB on a molecule containing a nick (marked by a star) 0.5 micron from the ends. When the extension exceeds 0.5 micron, the burst is similar to (B) (extended time scale): the junction migrates smoothly and all induced rotation is liberated by the nick. Beyond 0.5 microns, the nick is transferred to the horizontal arms and the supercoiling induced by Holliday junction migration cannot be relaxed anymore. This produces plectonemes which drastically reduce the molecule extension. Experiments were performed in the presence of 1 mM ATP, an ATP regenerating system, 100 nM RuvA, and 200 nM RuvB. Adapted from (23) . introduced) nick. In this case, the nick passes to one of the horizontal arms, becoming ineffective in relaxing the torsional constraints, and the molecule suddenly loses its rotational freedom. This means that the global linking number of the DNA molecule is fixed, and that each negative supercoil absorbed by the unwinding of the vertical arms must be compensated for by a positive supercoil induced in these arms. As RuvAB translocates beyond the nick location, the positive supercoils induced in the vertical arms generate plectonemes that add a contribution to the extension decrease (typically 50 nm for every 10.5 bp traveled instead of 3.6 nm). This causes a sharp acceleration in the time trace that marks the position of the nick. Despite the presence of plectonemes, the migration rate of the branch point in a supercoilable molecule can still be measured. From the properties of a supercoilable DNA molecule, one knows how the extension of the molecule reduces when it is positively supercoiled. This plectoneme-induced decrease in extension (p % 50 nm/tr-dependent on the force) superimposes upon the strand exchange-induced decrease (h % 3 nm/trdependent on the relative extension of the molecule, and thus also on the force). Therefore, in the presence of plectonemes, the strand exchange-induced extension variation v 0 can be deduced by correcting the apparent extension variation rate v: v 0 ¼ v/(1 + p/h). The factor (1 + p/h) is typically of the order of 10 to 20 depending on the force level. Experimentally, it is found here that the branch point migration speed is roughly the same with or without plectonemes, since the ratio v 0 with vs. v 0 without has the value (1 + p/h).
FtsK: slowly inducing supercoils
Motors tracking on an helical filament like DNA or actin, may rotate around the filament if the step size of the motor is not a multiple of the helical pitch of the filament. This fact has been checked for Myosin V (71). In the case of DNA, enzymes that track one of DNA's two strands, such as helicases or RNA polymerase, rotate relative to the DNA by one turn per helical pitch traveled. However, some DNA motor proteins, such as the bacterial cell division protein FtsK, are truly double-stranded translocases. In this case the amount of relative rotation is not obvious, and will depend on the details of the protein's translocation mechanism. Magnetic tweezers, with their unique ability to both manipulate and detect the supercoiled state of a DNA molecule, provide a mean to investigate this problem: translocation will cause quantifiable changes in the amount of supercoiling if the motor protein is immobilized.
In particular, the action of FtsK is considered here: previous experiments utilizing nicked DNA molecules had shown that single FtsK complexes are capable of extruding loops of DNA [ Figure 8B ; (29, 30) ]. Loop extrusion involves a single protein complex that contacts the DNA in two places: a 'mobile' contact where translocation occurs, and an 'immobile' contact that defines the loop. In a magnetic tweezer, loop extrusion on a nicked DNA molecule is measured as a constant-velocity decrease in DNA extension that directly corresponds to the translocation velocity of the motor. This velocity is extraordinarily high: in saturating ATP conditions, FtsK typically travels at 7000 bp/s (2.4 mm/s; compare 35 nm/s for UvrD), and, at low stretching forces, typically travels several kilo-base pairs per translocation event. These events can end either with the protein unbinding, or with a reversal of the translocation direction (in which the bead rises back up at a similar velocity to the initial decrease) in a manner reminiscent to the reversals described above for both RuvAB and UvrD.
This behavior changes in a subtle, but important, fashion when a coilable (i.e. not nicked) DNA molecule is used. Now, the DNA is sensitive to changes in supercoiling, and since FtsK's immobile contact serves to rotationally fix the protein complex, all relative rotation between DNA and FtsK will be absorbed by the DNA. As described above, this twisting of a single DNA molecule can add or remove plectonemes, altering the DNA's end-to-end length. These properties were used here to study the link between translocation and rotation for FtsK. The experiment is carried out by adding negative supercoils to a single DNA molecule at low forces, so that it contains many (20-60) negative plectonemes that decrease the DNA's extension. When FtsK is added, protein complexes bind the DNA, and begin to extrude loops. Loop extrusion alone tends to decrease the DNA's extension ( Figure 8B) ; however, simultaneously, the DNA is absorbing the relative rotation of the translocating motor. These induced supercoils are positive in polarity in advance of the translocating motor, thus they annihilate the existing negative plectonemes (note that an equal number of negative supercoils are induced behind the motor, into the extruded loop, but these are not detectable). The length of DNA in each annihilated plectoneme is liberated, tending to increase the measured extension. Indeed, measured events in these conditions show an initial increase in extension, indicating that the plectoneme removal effect is greater (at least initially) than the loop extrusion effect ( Figure 8C) .
A simple calculation allows one to relate the height of this increase to the rate of supercoil induction by the translocating FtsK motor (31) . Interestingly, this calculation indicates that FtsK induces $0.07 supercoils per DNA helical pitch traveled, i.e. over 10 times less than what one would expect if FtsK tracked one strand of the DNA. For example, compare the result discussed above on the effect of supercoil induction by RuvAB: in that case, the motor protein induced 1 supercoil per pitch traveled. FtsK's slow supercoil induction rate is the first direct evidence of a DNA motor protein that does not directly follow DNA's groove, a discovery that raises the question of how exactly FtsK interacts with the DNA while translocating. While the molecular mechanism of translocation is not yet clear, the advantage to the cell of such a low rate of supercoil induction is more obvious: in vivo, FtsK is involved in the transport of chromosomes whose supercoiling density is tightly controlled by the cell. FtsK's low rate of supercoil induction undoubtedly helps by not perturbing that density; in fact, the rate of 0.07 supercoils per pitch is intriguingly close to the ideal value that would cause no change to the chromosome's topology (31) .
CONCLUSION
In this review, we have described how precision measurements of DNA's mechanical properties can be exploited to investigate DNA-protein interactions. For brevity, we have not detailed the various fluorescent techniques that have been used to study helicases, such as Rep (6, 7, 10) and RecBCD (5, 8, 9) and translocases, such as Rad54 [See S.C. Kowalczykowski contribution, and (11) for a review), by monitoring the fluorescence of labeled proteins and/or DNA on a substrate that is significantly fluctuating (e.g. a DNA stretched by a flow). Although these techniques have a somewhat limited spatial resolution, they offer real-time visualization of the enzyme's activity on DNA.
The present work can be extended in two directions: using similar techniques to measure other proteins, and developing novel analogous techniques. The former path is fairly straightforward: since each of the enzymes we have described is representative of a much larger class of motor proteins, it is clear that these techniques can be usefully applied to determine the characteristics of many other proteins. Secondly, there are many possibilities for developing novel techniques.
For example, the flexibility of DNA's base pairing allows, relatively easily, the design of many different DNA structures, such as the Holliday junction structures we have already described. This ability represents an opportunity for the creative researcher to design novel DNA structures (hairpins, etc.) that interact with proteins in specific ways. One could imagine studying stalled replication forks utilizing three way junctions and the enzymes involved in restarting the process. Another direction for improvement of the technique of these types of experiments is in the micromanipulation technique itself. The current precision of the measurement of DNA extension (a few nm) is just slightly greater than the typical motor protein step sizes (a few bp $1 nm); thus with a small increase in resolution, individual steps will be visible, giving a great deal of insight into proteins' structural and enzymatic properties (72) . Finally, as seen in some recent single molecule experiments, the integration of real-time measurement and manipulation of DNA length, as described here, with the directness of fluorescence imaging techniques will greatly extend the power and diversity of single molecule measurement techniques.
